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Amazonia is recognized for its global importance in climate regulation and for its extraordinary biological and
cultural diversity, including distinctions such as the
UNESCO World Heritage site status of the Central Amazon Conservation Area. Unfortunately, the Brazilian government’s current and planned actions promote widespread
deforestation and degradation that threaten the environmental services that the Amazon forest supplies to Brazil
and to the world. The last large block of intact forest in the
Brazilian Amazon is now threatened by planned roads.
These would unleash processes that, despite political discourse, are outside of the control of the Brazilian government (Fearnside 2020a).
Highway BR-319 (Fig. 1) would connect the notorious
‘‘arc of deforestation’’ in southern Amazonia to Manaus
in central Amazonia (Fearnside and Graça 2006). This
road was built in the early 1970s and was abandoned in
1988; since 2015, a ‘‘maintenance’’ program has made it
marginally passable during the dry season, and the road
is now planned for ‘‘reconstruction.’’ Deforestation actors
and processes can be expected to migrate to all areas
connected to Manaus by road, such as Roraima in
northern Amazonia (Barni et al. 2015), and to the vast
area of forest in the western part of the state of Amazonas that would be opened by roads planned to connect
to BR-319 (Fearnside et al. 2020a). Brazil is totally
unprepared for containing the destruction that this change
in the geography of deforestation represents (Fearnside
2018).
This situation has been worsened by Brazil’s environmental agencies and legislation having been largely gutted
during the presidential administration of Jair Bolsonaro
that began in January 2019 (Ferrante and Fearnside 2019).
Politicians in Manaus claim that BR-319 would be a
‘‘model of sustainability for the world,’’ but all indications

suggest otherwise. The highway route is basically a lawless
area today (Andrade et al. 2021; Ferrante et al. 2021), and
the government hardly has the funds for the road construction itself, let alone for a massive governance program
that would be needed to protect dozens of affected
indigenous lands and conservation units (protected areas
for biodiversity). Reconstruction of BR-319 must wait for a
future epoch in terms of capacity and political will in the
environmental area. Fortunately, this wait would not represent a sacrifice.
The highway project is not economically viable (Teixeira 2007; Fleck 2009). It is the only large infrastructure
project in Brazil that lacks an economic viability study
(EVTEA), most likely for the obvious reason that such a
study would reveal its unviability. As compared to transport via BR-319, transporting the products from factories in
the Manaus Free Trade Zone to São Paulo is cheaper using
the current system of barges carrying truck trailers to
Belém, and it would be much cheaper still if an adequate
port were built in Itacoatiara to carry containers to Southeast Brazil in oceangoing ships. Politicians in Manaus are
the most visible beneficiaries of BR-319, since championing the highway project is a key strategy for winning
votes in the city.
Manaus has a population of 2.2 million, or 1% of the
population of Brazil. Because BR-319 is to be rebuilt by
the federal government (that is, by taxpayers throughout
Brazil), almost the entire cost is to be paid by the 99% who
do not live in Manaus. One argument presented by Manaus
politicians to justify this is that Amazonia has been
exploited by the rest of Brazil for centuries, and so there a
debt to be paid to the region. This argument may resonate
in Manaus, but it is unlikely to be convincing in São Paulo.
It would be especially unconvincing if the population of
São Paulo was to realize that up to 70% of their water
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Fig. 1 Deforestation in Brazil’s Legal Amazon Region by 2018 (Data from Brazil, INPE 2021). Deforestation has so far been concentrated in the
‘‘arc of deforestation’’ along the southern and eastern edges of the forest. Highway BR-319 (Manaus-Porto Velho) and associated side roads
would give deforesters access to the vast area of forest in the western part of the state of Amazonas

depends on keeping the Amazon forest standing (van der
Ent et al. 2010; Zemp et al. 2014).
Of particular concern is a planned state highway (AM366) that would branch off BR-319 to the west and pass
through the first drilling blocks of the massive planned
‘‘Solimões Sedimentary Basin’’ project for oil and gas
extraction in an area bigger than the US state of California
(Fearnside 2020b) (Fig. 2). The blocks that would be traversed by AM-366 have already been bought by the Russian oil giant Rosneft (Brazil, DNIT 2020, p. 106), and
such a powerful company would likely influence government authorities to speed the construction of AM-366.
Spontaneous illegal side roads are also likely to appear, as
is already happening along BR-319 (Fearnside et al.
2020b). One of them even follows the planned route of
AM-366, cutting through an indigenous land and a national
park (Fearnside et al. 2020a).
The vast area that would be opened to the west of BR319 holds high biodiversity and a rich diversity of
indigenous peoples (Ferrante et al. 2020). It is also the
source of water vapor that is recycled by the trees and
transported to São Paulo by winds known as ‘‘flying rivers’’
(Arraut et al. 2012; Keys et al. 2012). This area holds an
enormous stock of carbon that, if released over a short
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period of years, would be critical in pushing the global
climate system past a tipping point where a ‘‘runaway
greenhouse’’ would accelerate outside of human control
(Nogueira et al. 2015; Barros and Fearnside 2019).
Potential global impacts of allowing the western, central, and northern Amazon to be opened for destruction are
of sufficient magnitude that those in other parts of the
world must consider both their roles in the destructive
processes in progress in Brazil and the potential influence
that they have on events in the country. Brazil is the
world’s largest exporter of both beef and soy, which are the
two commodities with the greatest impact on Amazon
deforestation (e.g., Fearnside et al. 2013). Brazil’s politicians are very sensitive to attending to the interests of the
country’s agribusiness sector, and any threat of restrictions
by importing countries and companies has a strong influence on decisions (Ferrante and Fearnside 2022). All
countries, companies, and individuals must consider the
indirect impacts that their purchasing has elsewhere in the
world, including impacts that come back to affect them
directly through climate change.
In short, Highway BR-319 will be a social, economic,
and ecological disaster. This highway and its planned side
roads threaten a part of the Amazon that needs to be
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Fig. 2 Map of the planned ‘‘Solimões Sedimentary Basin’’ oil and gas project. The purple areas have wells currently in production. The thin
green lines represent locations already surveyed by seismic methods for future drilling. The project’s 740 000-km2 ‘‘strategic area of influence’’
is outlined in red; it is larger than the US state of California. Source for oil and gas project: Brazil, EPE (2020, p. 65); Source for planned roads:
Brazil, DNIT (2002)

maintained in forest to generate the environmental services
that this biologically diverse habitat provides to the local
people, the wider Brazilian population, and the rest of the
world.
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